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ABSTRACT
The choices that market participants make to govern transactions are at the very foundation of
exchange. Consequently, a rich literature on contracting has developed in modern economics. The
extant literature, however, has provided little empirical evidence on the primal question of when
market agents employ contracts at all and how such propensities change over time. We address
these lacunas by drawing on an extensive database of over 15 million transactions in the U.S.
freight rail industry over 1987-2014. The empirical results reveal new drivers of the observed
propensity to use contracts as a governance mechanism, including both legislative and competitive.
The results also underscore the role of transactions cost considerations in the decisions by market
participants to utilize contracts. Consistent with the light-touch regulatory approach adopted in the
industry since 1980, the results provide no indication that the use of contracts has been driven by
strategic posturing to avoid regulation.
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“I have come to the conclusion that the main obstacle faced by researchers in
industrial organization is the lack of available data on contracts and the activities
of firms”
– Ronald Coase, Nobel Prize acceptance speech [Coase (1992)].

1. Introduction
The economic literature on the role of contracting in commerce is both old and venerable. In
economics, contracts are seen as one of several alternative means by which a transaction between
two (or more) parties may be consummated. At one extreme two parties may complete a
transaction in a simple spot market without any contract. In such a market, Party A hands good X
to Party B, while B provides an agreed upon amount of funds (or equivalent nonpecuniary
remuneration) to A. As first noted by Coase (1937), the other extreme involves completing the
transaction entirely outside the scope of a market by bringing the transaction internal to the firm.1
Intermediate between these two extremes are various contractual alternatives that exist to
consummate exchange.
Seminal contributions by Williamson (1973, 1975) and Klein, Crawford and Alchian
(1978) introduced a variety of market and exchange characteristics that can affect the relative
merits of these alternative forms of exchange governance. Williamson argues that a combination
of small numbers bargaining, uncertainty, bounded rationality and opportunism give rise to
“exchange difficulties” which, in turn, are likely to affect the choice of spot markets, short-term
contracts, long-term contracts or vertical integration (i.e., exchange governance).2 Klein, Crawford
and Alchian emphasize the crucial role that asset-specificity plays in creating appropriable quasirents which create the propensity for post-contracting opportunistic behavior. In this light, the
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Indeed, according to Coase (1937), the concept of a firm itself is defined by the set of activities that are governed
by fiat rather than by the market mechanism.
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See Williamson (1975, p. 7)
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relative economy of using spot markets, short- or long-term contracts, or vertical integration to
govern any set of market transactions will depend on these various market and exchange features.
Subsequent to these seminal theoretical contributions, a large body of empirical research
in transactions cost economics (TCE) emerged which examines various dimensions of contracts:
in particular, the duration and completeness of contractual relationships.3 While the extant
empirical literature tests various elements of the transaction cost framework around market
governance, two common features of this literature are limiting.
First, the vast majority of empirical analyses of contract research is cross-sectional in
nature. That is, most empirical market governance research examines, at a moment in time,
whether differences (identified by the theory) in either the market or transaction characteristics of
the exchange cause systematic differences in the observed market governance mechanism.4 The
propensity to use one exchange governance mechanism or another, however, may evolve over time
and even for similar transactions within the same market. For example, drawing from our empirical
setting of U.S. freight railroad shipments, Figure 1 indicates that the share of shipments employing
contracts rather than spot markets (i.e., readily alterable price lists made available by rail carriers)
has evolved dramatically over time. While it is possible that explanations for this pattern may be
found within the existing theoretical framework, additional examination of such intertemporal
variation at a minimum provides a fresh lens on, and test of, existing TCE theory. Even more
promising, examinations of intertemporal variations in the use of exchange governance
mechanisms may reveal new theoretical drivers that have not arisen in a cross-sectional context.
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For comprehensive literature reviews, see Shelanski and Klein (1995), Crocker and Masten (1996), Masten and
Saussier (2002), Macher and Richman (2008), Tadelis and Williamson (2013) and Lafontaine and Slade (2013).
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Notable exceptions are Pittman (1991) and Pirrong (1993, 2017) who conduct detailed case-studies to examine
the evolution of contracting in railroad sidetrack agreements, ocean bulk shipping and liquefied natural gas,
respectively.
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Figure 1: Contracting Percentage in the U.S. Freight Rail Industry

Second, Figure 2 illustrates what economists have long recognized as a spectrum of
alternative market governance mechanisms, ranging from spot markets, to short- and long-run
contracts and to vertical integration.5 Much of the extant empirical research examines the canonical
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Note that while we depict this “spectrum” in an array ranging from spot markets to vertical integration, there are
situations in which non-adjacent options may be closer substitutes than those depicted here as adjacent. For
example, in the case of contracts governing employment relations employees and employers can generally
terminate relations quickly making this integration closer to spot markets than contracting. In addition, while
economists occasionally loosely subsume “spot markets” into “contracts” a more precise parsing that we adopt
below treats contracts as legally enforceable agreements that establish the opportunity to invoke formal dispute
resolution mechanisms. This stands in contrast to purchasers simply ordering from a readily alterable price list,
with the ability to readily cancel the order. See Masten (2000) for a complete discussion.
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make versus buy decision, where “make” is considered vertical integration or insourcing and “buy”
is considered some type of contractual relationship or outsourcing. In short, the empirical study of
contracts has overwhelmingly focused on the choice between vertical integration and the use of
contracts (Decision A in Figure 2) and on various features of contracts such as their duration, price
structure and completeness. Far less attention has been focused on the more primal question of
whether parties choose to use contracts at all (Decision B in Figure 2).6

Figure 2: The Spectrum of Exchange Governance Mechanisms
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In this paper, we seek to relax both of these nominal constraints. We do so by drawing
upon a unique and massive database of more than 15 million transactions in the U.S. freight rail
industry over a multi-year period that followed a substantial policy shift in 1980 which opened the
industry to previously forbidden contracting. We observe and seek to provide insights into the
variations in contracting that occurred according to the type of commodity shipped over time.
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Exceptions include Allen and Lueck (1992), who examine the choice of simple written contracts versus the use
of oral agreements in agriculture; and Lyons (1994), who examines whether engineering firms in the United
Kingdom rely on contracts with their largest customers. Carlton (1979) provides a theoretical model in which
firms facing both uncertainty and transaction costs for their products use both long-term contracts and spot
markets.
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Additionally, we offer a de novo empirical examination that centers on the trade-off between the
uses of spot markets versus contracts.
Our empirical analysis explores several new pathways by which the propensity to rely on
contracting may vary, including legislatively-induced, competition-induced, and regulationinduced changes. Additionally, we consider the role of more traditional transaction cost-induced
attributes that arises from variations in shipment characteristics. Our exploration provides
substantial evidence of legislatively-induced changes in contracting propensities among market
participants. Similarly, we find that the presence of a competitive alternative to railroad shipments
substantially enhances the ability of shippers (here, purchasers of freight rail services) to move to
contracts rather than purchasing from simple price lists. Interestingly, we find no evidence that
regulatory differences in the treatment of published price lists and contracts, or the imposition of
regulatory rate cases in the post-Staggers period, have affected the propensity to use contracts
rather than spot markets as a governance mechanism. Finally, our empirical analysis provides
support for the salience of “off-the-shelf” transactions cost features as important to understanding
variations in the use of contracts versus spot markets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a background discussion
of the institutional environment within which contracting was originally illegal and then made
legal in the U.S. freight rail industry. Section 3 then provides a description of the Carload Waybill
Sample data collected by the Surface Transportation Board (STB), which is the basis for our
empirical analysis. Section 4 discusses the potential for legislation-enabled, competition-induced,
shipment-induced and regulatory-induced drivers of contracting in the freight rail industry, and
then defines variables that capture these drivers. Section 5 discusses the empirical methodology,
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provides descriptive statistics, and presents the baseline econometric analysis and marginal effects.
Section 6 offers concluding comments.

2. Background: The Legal Evolution of Rail Contracting
In October 1980, President Jimmy Carter signed the Staggers Rail Act into law. The Act provided
a comprehensive recalibration of the policies that had governed the industry for decades. With the
benefits of hindsight, it is generally held that the Staggers Act has been one of if not the most
successful deregulatory measures of the 20th century.7 But on closer inspection, Staggers
contained not one but several deregulatory features, including a shortened timeline for rail
abandonment proceedings, an expedited merger review process, relaxed conditions for railroad
entry, the grant to regulators to more expeditiously make regulatory exemptions for particular
commodities or traffic carried by particular equipment, and expanding railroads’ pricing
flexibility.
Also among these liberalizations, a particular and powerful grant of regulatory relief to the
freight rail industry came with the legalization of contracting. To understand the gravitas of this
change, consider that beginning with the passage of the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887 the terms
and conditions for the shipment of goods by freight rail in the U.S. were heavily proscribed by the
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC). Consumers who wished to have goods shipped by rail
could do so at terms that were established by the ICC under common carriage tariffs. These tariffs,
which were often detailed by type of commodity and distance, were publicly available to all
shippers. For example, in 1960 the tariffed rates for the shipments of rugs and carpeting in rail
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In the legislation authorizing the sunsetting of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the accompanying Senate
Commerce Committee Report declared “[t]he Staggers Act is considered the most successful rail transportation
legislation ever produced, resulting in the restoration of financial health to the rail industry.” S. Report No. 104176, at 3, 1995.
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carloads a distance of 800 miles was set by the ICC to be “185 cents per 100 pounds for a minimum
of 24,000 pounds, and, in the case of the rail rates, 148 cents on weight in excess thereof.”8 All rail
traffic shipped in the U.S. was subject to these regulated tariffs. With a price ordained by the ICC
and requirements to provide uniform service to all shippers (Palay, 1985), transactions effectively
occurred in spot markets triggered by shippers tendering their goods to railroads for transport at
designated prices.
In a break from standard rail pricing practices in 1961, New York Central Railroad and a
shipper agreed in a contract to a different (i.e., lower) rate than the one established by the ICC
tariff, conditional upon the shipper commiting no less than 80 percent of its annual volume between
two points (Amsterdam, New York and Chicago, Illinois).9 The ICC investigated this contract and
ruled that it was illegal, stating two reasons that if allowed to stand it would constitute a
“destructive competitive practice.” First, the contract would lead to “the destruction in large
measure of what is in general a just, reasonable, and otherwise lawful rate structure necessary to
maintain an adequate national transportation system”;10 and second, the contract would “destroy
competition for the duration of the contract”.11
The ICC’s ruling was not only an attack on the specific contract at issue, but also a more
broadside attack on the general use of contracts. In their concurring opinions, two ICC
Commissioners went so far as to opine that “[c]ontract rates could well mean the end of a national
transportation system, either as we have known it (highly workable despite its imperfections), or,
as many hope to see it, a truly coordinated system featuring the use of each mode of carriage under
8

See New York Central Railroad Company v. United States, 194 F. Supp. 947 (1961) available here.

9

See Contract Rates on Rugs and Carpeting from Amsterdam, N.Y., to Chicago, 313 I.C.C. 247, 254 (1961);
Guaranteed Rates from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, Canada, to Chicago, 315 I.C.C. 311, 323 (1961).

10

Id.

11

Id.
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single billing”.12 Although challenged in federal court, the ruling by the ICC was upheld: The use
of individually negotiated rail contracts for the shipment of goods in the U.S. was and remained
illegal.13
With the substantial deterioration of rail industry over time, the ICC changed direction 17 years
later by acknowledging that contract rates may be beneficial in many circumstances because “a
shipper is guaranteed a certain rate for the period of the contract while the carrier knows what
service that shipper will receive.”14 This policy change transitioned the use of contracts from a per
se illegal status to one in which contracts would be judged on a case-by-case basis.
When Congress took up its reform of the rail industry in what would eventually become the
Staggers Rail Act, it found that the Commission had not gone far enough in liberalizing the use of
contracts in the rail industry.15 Staggers explicitly took up the task to reform and liberalize the use
of contracts, stating that railroads “may enter into a contract with one or more purchasers of rail
services to provide specified services under specified rates and conditions.”16 The legislative
history of Staggers reveals that the contract provisions were intended “to encourage carriers and
purchasers of rail service to make widespread use of such agreements.”17 Collectively, the contract
rate provisions of the Staggers Act were considered to be “among the most important in the bill.”18
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Id.
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Given the illegality of formal contracting, it is not surprising that some amount of informal, oral, contracting arose
during the pre-Staggers era. See Palay (1985) for a discussion.
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Change of Policy Railroad Contract Rates, Ex Parte No. 358-F (ICC served Nov. 9, 1978).
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See, e.g., H.R. Rep. No. 96-1035, 96th Cong., 2nd Sess. (May 16, 1980) at 57 (House Report).
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Former 49 U.S.C. 10713(a) (1995) (now codified at 49 U.S.C. 10709(a))
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See Staggers Rail Act of 1980, Report of the Committee on Conference on S.1946 to Reform the Economic
Regulation of Railroads and for other Purposes, September 29, 1980, p. 98.

18

See Railroad Transportation Policy Act of 1979, Report of the Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation on S.1946, Report No. 96-470, November 29, 1979, p. 9.
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Several key features of contracting authority that were enabled by Staggers appear
potentially critical to the growth of such contracting. First, the grant of contracting authority in
Staggers was substantially broader than the case-by-case approach of the ICC.19 Second, Staggers
removed all disputes arising from rail contracts from the ICC's jurisdiction,20 and relegated them
to the appropriate state or federal court.21 Third, the legislative history makes it clear that
allegations regarding the possibility that a contract is anticompetitive are to be dealt with by the
antitrust laws rather than by railroad regulators.22 Fourth, post-Staggers regulation by the ICC
provided that contracts between rail carriers and shippers were to largely be held confidential.23
This confidentiality permitted differential pricing by carriers that facilitated the crafting of
individual contracts. Finally, pre-Staggers regulatory proscriptions on parties negotiating qualityprice tradeoffs created constraints that effectively forced transactions into a spot market.24 This
constraint, binding on some parties more than others, created disequilibria in contractual
governance in the immediate wake of Staggers; disequilibria that would predictably be rectified
once the constraint was lifted.
In summary, prior to Staggers all freight rail traffic was subject to common carrier regulation.
Under this common carrier regulation firms posted a generally available price for traffic with
particular characteristics. This price was subject to regulatory approval, and once published was
available to all customers (shippers) who wished to avail themselves of that price. With the passage

19

The contract-granting language in Staggers was, however, not unlimited, as it stated that “a rail carrier may not
enter into a contract with purchasers of rail service except as provided in this section.” Former 49 U.S.C. 10713(a)
(1995). This limiting language was eliminated with the passage of the ICC Termination Act of 1995.
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See former 49 U.S.C. 10713(i) (1995) (now codified at 49 U.S.C. 10709(c)).

21

See former 49 U.S.C. 10713(i)(2) (1995) (now codified at 49 U.S.C. 10709(c)(2)).

22

House Report at 58.

23

See Stone (1991).

24

See Phillips (1991), p. 557.
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of Staggers, railroads were largely freed to establish price levels based upon prevailing market
conditions.25 But beyond this general price flexibility, railroads were also granted the authority to
negotiate with individual shippers and to consummate mutually agreed-upon contracts that would
govern their transactions. This contracting authority permitted railroads and shippers to expand the
dimensionality of the terms under which they could do business with one another. For example,
whereas prior to Staggers railroads were expressly prohibited from agreeing to provide any one
individual shipper with a special level of service, the post-Staggers contracting authority permitted
firms to negotiate such terms alongside price.26

3. Data
Data for this paper utilize annual versions of the Surface Transportation Board’s (STB) Carload
Waybill Sample (CWS). The CWS Program requires that all freight railroads that terminate 4,500
or more carloads “sample” their waybills and report out on a monthly or quarterly basis, depending
upon traffic activity.27 Freight waybills represent railroad carrier-related information and details
related to shipments and freight charges. These documents contain a variety of information,
including the names of the consignor (carrier) and consignee (shipper); the shipment commodity;
origin and destination; and route traveled.
Sampled waybill are submitted electronically to Railinc Corporation (a private contractor),
who processes and corrects errors in the records and then provides this information to the STB and
the Federal Railroad Administration. Processed carload waybill records provide a host of
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For a discussion of the residual price regulation in the wake of Staggers, see Mayo and Sappington (2016).

26

Several examples are described in Malone (1980).

27

Sampling rates vary depending upon the number of carloads shipped as follow: 2.5 percent for one to two
carloads; 8.3 percent for three to 15 carloads; 25 percent for 16 to 60 carloads; 33.3 percent for 61 to 100 carloads;
and 50 percent for 101 or more carloads.
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additional information related to the rail car (e.g., capacity, dimensions, mechanical characteristics,
ownership); locational identifiers (e.g., census region, zip codes); and shipment (e.g., routing,
billed tons, miles traversed, revenue, origin, destination, interchanges, and commodity).
Commodity types are recorded using the U.S. Department of Commerce’s (DOC) Standard
Transportation Commodity Code (STCC) system. STCCs are two- to seven-digit codes, with the
first two digits corresponding to major commodity groups and each additional digit offering further
refinement in commodity classification.
As mentioned above, the Staggers Act provided confidentiality restrictions in the reporting of
contracts. Confidential shipment information representing contract carriage that is sent to Railinc
is encrypted and marked with a flag indicating that the shipment is under contract rather than under
the particular railroad’s published tariffs. The STB restricts access to these data according to
federal regulation 49 CFR 1244.9, via a system that masks and unmasks different data fields. The
data are ultimately produced in three versions: (1) a “public” version which is stripped of all
confidential data fields and masks actual contract revenue with public tariff-based revenue; (2) a
“masked” version which provides some confidential non-revenue data fields but masks contract
revenues with tariff-based revenues; and (3) an unmasked version which provides all confidential
data fields as well as actual contract and tariff-based revenue.
By application to and approval from the STB, we secured the unmasked CWS sample from
1984 through 2014 inclusive.28 Each yearly version represents roughly 500,000 records (or
waybills), with a total sample of just over 15 million observations. Each waybill is referred to as a
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The application, reported in the Federal Registrar is here: Surface Transportation Board. “Release of Waybill
Data.” 81 Federal Register 79 (25 April 2016), pp. 24158. Our starting date, 1984, coincides with the first
available unmasked waybill sample, and our ending year coincides with the last available yearly data at the time
of our application.
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“shipment,” but one shipment can consist of anywhere between one carload to an entire trainload
(i.e., 100 or more carloads).
As with any empirical analysis, our insights are constrained by both the nature of the data we
employ and the institutional context of our analysis. Several such limitations are salient in our
case. First, the data indicator of a contract covering a rail shipment may be unique to that shipment
or may cover many such shipments that occur over some undetermined time. Accordingly, the
CWS data do not allow for an investigation of issues affecting the duration of contracts, such as in
the seminal studies by Joskow (1985, 1987). Second, while the CWS data indicate whether a rail
shipment occurred under contract, we do not have access to the underlying contracts themselves.
We are thus unable to advance the extant literature that explores the determinants of specific
contractual features such as the extent of contractual completeness [e.g., Crocker and Reynolds
(1993)] or whether a contract includes price adjustment or other detailed clauses that connote
flexibility [e.g., Crocker and Masten (1991), Murrell and Păun (2017)]. Third, while data on
contracting in the immediate wake of the passage of the Staggers Act would be ideal, reliable CWS
data on contracting only begin in 1987. We are nevertheless fortunate to examine 28 years of
contracting data in total. Finally, our choice of institutional setting in the U.S. freight rail industry
potentially limits our ability to advance another important dimension of the contracting literature.
In particular and as pointed out by Lafontaine and Slade (2013), a number of empirical studies of
contracting have considered settings in which the alternative to contracting is vertical integration.
In our case, however, the rail industry provides essentially no proclivity toward vertical integration
with shippers.
Despite these potential limitations, the data and institutional setting afford substantial
offsetting benefits. In particular, the substantial granularity of the CWS data which fully capture
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15 million transactions over a large (28 year) window offer an unparalleled opportunity to explore
in some depth the primal issue of when contracts are most likely to appear. Additionally, the data
allows us to explore how the propensity toward contracting may evolve over time in the wake of
changing legislative, regulatory, and industry conditions.

4. Econometric Examination of Contracting
Conceptual Considerations
As observed by Masten and Saussier (2000), the decision on whether parties will use a contract to
govern a transaction is a discrete choice; one determined by whether the parties anticipate greater
expected gains from doing so in comparison to utilizing an alternative governance mechanism. In
the institutional setting at hand, our empirical quest seeks to provide insights into the intertemporal
and product-specific variation that exists in the extent of contracting relative to spot markets that
consist of simple published prices by rail carriers. Our dependent variable (CONTRACTit) is a
dichotomous measure equal to one if focal shipment i is being moved under contract at time t, and
is zero otherwise. Contracting data are available for 1987-2014 and provide over 15 million
observations.

Legislation-enabled Contracting
To explain variations in contracting, we begin by observing that pre-Staggers’ regulation
effectively proscribed contracting as an exchange governance mechanism. While perhaps
constraining contract negotiations in several dimensions, it is easy enough to see the binding nature
of this constraint by noting that pre-Stagger’s common carrier regulation first prohibited (until
1978) and then failed to fully embrace (over 1978-1980) quality-variation contracting in service
provision to particular shippers. Where shippers heterogeneously value quality, however, the
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inability to contract in this dimension created a disequilibrium in exchange governance from the
perspective of shippers and railroads.29
In particular, in the face of heterogeneity in shippers’ characteristics, contracts can offer a
variety of benefits to suppliers, including: (1) eliminating the transaction costs associated with
finding buyers in spot markets; (2) reducing the variability of supplier cash flow; and (3) providing
information on future demand, and thereby enabling more efficient forecasting and investment
planning (Carlton, 1979; Lyon and Hackett, 1993). Similarly, depending on shippers’ stochastic
purchasing characteristics, sellers can view sales to particular purchasers quite differently (Carlton,
1991). This, in turn, can lead suppliers to desire an optimal customer mix. Such an optimal
portfolio may be achieved by differential pricing, the possibility of which only became available
with the passage of Staggers.30
Consequently, the removal of the contracting constraint associated with the passage of the
Staggers Act should allow the industry to move closer to an unconstrained equilibrium: one that
involves a heightened propensity to deliver freight under contract. This unconstrained equilibrium
could not, however, be expected to occur instantaneously. In the pre-Staggers’ era, both shippers
and railroads had configured their capital to be as efficient as possible in a market environment
constrained to common carrier transactions. Given the long-lived nature of this capital, the
transition to an unconstrained equilibrium in exchange governance was likely to arise only over

29

The notion that heterogeneity on the demand-side of a market may drive differences in the optimal governance
structure of transactions also appears in other industries. See, especially, Lyon and Hackett (1993) who examine
the exchange governance implications of differences in the demand for quality (as manifest in reliability) in the
natural gas supply industy. They point to a portion of that market, stemming from residential retail customers, to
have a high demand for reliability relative to industrial customers, creating a natural co-existence of long-term
contracts (for residential customers) and spot markets (for industrial customers). They find that the aggregate
empirical data on the percent of natural gas sales conducted as spot markets transactions and under long-term
contracts in the natural gas industry is consistent with this heterogeneity in the demand for quality, with longterm contracts used to reduce the transactions cost of supplying natural gas to high-reliability demanders.

30

See United States General Accountability Office (2016), p. 4.
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time as sunk capital become economically depreciated.31 We accordingly include a measure
(DEREG DURATIONit) of the time (in logged days) between the observed shipment date and the
passage of the Staggers Act.
Both intuition and the summary data presented below suggest that the pace at which
contracting grew in the post-Staggers’ era likely varied by commodity. For some commodity
shipments, considerable value to both shippers and rail carriers occured from entering into
contracts while for other commodities the gains from contracting were likely to be lower. Stated
alternatively, the pre-Staggers disequilibrium costs imposed by the policy impediments to
contracting for some commodities might reasonably be expected to be lower than the transaction
costs associated with the unconstrained alternative of negotiating contracts, while for other
commodities the benefits to contracting were likely to be more immediately available.
Alternative characteristics of particular commodities suggest either more or less ease for
railroads and shippers to successfully overcome the transaction costs of negotiating shipment
contracts in the post-Staggers era. In particular, for some commodities—for example, coal,
transportation equipment and containers—both the origin-destination (O-D) pairs and the
shipment volume can be reasonably anticipated and contracted for in advance of the shipment.
This relative certainty suggests that the speed with which contracting evolved in the post-Staggers
era is likely to have proven more rapid than other commodities that exhibit greater O-D uncertainty
and volume variability. For these latter products—most notably, agricultural products with
substantially varying crop yields—the transaction costs related to negotiation is likely to be

31

See, e.g., Meyer and Tye (1988) who observe “A clean slate for negotiating a market-driven contract between the
various participants-a contract that provides incentives for all participants to commit the needed capital under
market rather than regulatory circumstances-will emerge only as the previously committed capital (sunk cost) is
amortized.”
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elevated with the consequence of less post-Staggers contracting.32 Accordingly, we include a series
of independent variables (STCCi x DEREG DURATIONit) which represent shipments’ two-digit
commodity classification interacted with the time since the Staggers Act passage. These variables
capture the anticipated heterogeneity in the pace of contracting by commodity and over time.

Competition-induced Contracting
A second characteristic of post-Stagers freight rail shipments that may have affected the likelihood
of contracting stems from differences across commodities in the competitive bargaining power of
the shippers. In particular, where shippers have limited competitive alternatives to using railroads
for shipments, they have little leverage to successfully drive railroads to enter into or consummate
contract negotiations. Alternatively, in those instances where shippers enjoy competitive
transportation alternatives to freight rail carriers they are more likely to have been successful in
driving railroads to consummate a contract rather than simply relying on the railroads’ published
rates.
Given that the data contain millions of heterogeneous shipments across both time and
space, our ability to capture variations in such competitive alternatives is necessarily limited. We
nevertheless seek to approximate these differences using two variables. The first is a dichotomous
measure (INTERMODALit) that indicates the focal transaction consists of shipments that include
not only railroad transportation, but also trucking or water barge segments. While such
“piggyback” service (truck semi-trailers hauled on trains) had been around since the 1950s, the
Staggers Act gave railroads an opportunity to more aggressively compete for especially long-haul

32

According to interviews with multiple railroad executives as part of this research, the destination of agricultural
output may vary as the location of more lucrative export markets varies over time. Additionally, agricultural
outputs, and hence the amount of freight rail transportation services for which to contract, is notoriously difficult
to predict. Railroad executives commonly reported that these features made contracting more difficult.
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traffic that would otherwise be transported by truck. In such cases, a typical intermodal shipment
involves truck transport over a short distance at each end of the shipment’s origin and destination,
with a longer (middle) segment carried by rail. Such traffic is, by definition, subject to heightened
competition between rail carriers and competitive alternatives. We expect with this heightened
presence of competitive options for shippers that contracting will be more frequently observed
among intermodal traffic relative to all-rail transportation service.33 The second is a continuous
measure (DISTANCEit) of the total distance traveled by the shipment, measured in logged miles.
Rail shipments with shorter distances between origin and destination (i.e., short-hauls) should face
greater competitive alternatives, especially from trucking. Similar to the first measure, we expect
that contracting will be utilized more frequently for short-haul vis-à-vis long-haul traffic.

Shipment Characteristic-induced Contracting
Shipment characteristics may also affect the propensity to contract. For instance, rail shipments
can be in rail cars that are owned by the rail carriers, owned by the shippers, or alternatively consist
of a “trailer train” of rail cars that are collectively owned by railroads. Investment in rail cars by
either an individual rail carrier or a shipper creates a specific investment that is subject to ex-post
opportunism and a heightened demand for contracting. To capture such conditions, we include two
dichotomous variables that respectively account for whether the shipment consists of cars owned

33

Our interviews with rail executives over the course of performing this research suggests that INTERMODALit may
also embody a more traditional transaction cost interpretation. Specifically, the post-Staggers growth of
intermodal traffic brought with it new emphasis on the seamless transition of truck-to rail and rail-to-truck
drayage. In particular, a key to the success of intermodal transit is the ability for all the critical assets (trucks,
railroad cars, drayage operators) to be in place at particular points of time and to coordinate their various actions.
In the context of the transaction cost literature, intermodal transit requires substantial asset-specific investments
in the form of dedicated railcars, trucks and drayage-specific investments (e.g., custom designed cranes to
facilitate the transfer of commodities from one transport mode to another). Absent the protections afforded by
contracts (from, e.g., ex post opportunism) the investments necessary to support intermodal transit would likely
not have been forthcoming. In such a context, the relative efficiency of contracts increases relative to using a
simple spot market, which may embody costly hold-up. Accordingly, both standard transactions cost
considerations as well as variations in competitive alternatives embedded in INTERMODAL are likely to increase
the presence of contracting, ceteris paribus.
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by the shipper or a third party (CAR OWNER PRIVATEit) or by the freight railroad (CAR OWNER
RAILROADit). These variables take the value of one if true, and are zero otherwise. We expect in
both cases that asset-specific investments in railcars will generate higher propensities for
contracting relative to the alternative pooled ownership structure of railcars.

Regulation-induced Contracting
A final possibility that we explore in the empirical estimation stems from differences in regulatory
exposure across different commodities that are shipped by rail. Specifically, the post-Staggers
regulatory regime made some commodities (e.g., most agricultural goods) and some traffic that
moved in particular rail equipment (e.g., boxcars) exempt from regulatory rate reviews. Other nonexempt traffic remained subject to a shipper complaint process, regulatory review, and the
potential for regulatorily-mandated price reductions if the rail carrier’s rates were found
unreasonable. This disparate regulatory treatment for regulatory-exempt traffic and other nonexempt traffic creates the possibility that rail carriers strategically move non-exempt (and therefore
exposed to regulation) traffic from price lists to contracts. By doing so, the non-exempt traffic at
issue would fall outside the scope of regulatory review. To the extent that rail carriers view the
threat of rate regulation for non-exempt traffic as sufficiently serious and adverse, we would then
expect that exempt traffic to have lower rates of contracting than non-exempt traffic. To account
for this possibility, we include a dichotomous variable (REGULATORY EXEMPTit) that takes the
value one in the event the commodity shipped is exempt from regulatory rate review, and is zero
otherwise.
We next control for freight rail traffic that is subject to and has faced regulatory rate review.
While the Staggers Act promoted rail pricing flexibility, shipper protections and a policy objective
of “reasonable” rail rates for shippers—especially those with limited transportation options—
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remains in place. A detailed discussion of the STB rate review process is outside the scope of this
paper,34 but a brief overview is that in the wake of Staggers a three-step process by which shippers
can challenge rates and potentially achieve regulatory relief emerged: (1) shippers demonstrate
that challenged shipments have rates with revenue-to-variable cost (R/VC) ratios exceeding 180;
and (2) shippers demonstrate incumbent rail carrier(s) is (are) market dominant; and (3), if both
(1) and (2) are satisfied, then the STB assesses the specific rates to evaluate their reasonableness.
Depending upon the rate review, the process is both time- and resource-consuming for rail carriers
and shippers. To the extent then that this costly regulatory review process is likely, freight railroads
and shippers may seek to avoid rate reviews by entering into contractual relationships. To account
for the pattern of post-Staggers regulatory rate reviews on the observed amount of contracting, we
include a variable (REGULATORY REVIEWit) that counts the total number of prior rate reviews
commodity i has received at time t over a rolling three-year window.35

5. Empirical Approach
Empirical Model
Our empirical objective is to characterize how contracting has evolved in the freight rail industry
post-Staggers Act. Given the binary and bounded nature of the dependent variable, we estimate
the model using a probit specification.36 The empirical model specification is:

𝑃𝑅(𝑌 = 1|𝑋) = Φ(𝑋 𝑇 𝛽),

34

See Mayo and Sappington (2016) for a more complete discussion of the post-Staggers regulatory regime.

35

In unreported results, we create counts of the number of rate reviews that were found reasonable, found
unreasonable, settled and withdrawn prior to a regulatory determination of their reasonableness. We also vary the
time window for our regulatory review measures. These alternative measures represent robustness tests, and
indicate the threat of regulatory review produces substantially similar results to those reported in Table 4 below.

36

The results are robust to logistic regression estimation.
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where Y represents the dependent variable (CONTRACTit) and X represents a matrix of
independent variables that relate to legislation-enabled, competition-induced, shipment
characteristic-induced, and regulation-induced contracting characteristics. In some instances, the
X variables are interacted. The cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution
is , and the  parameters are determined by maxiumum likelihood estimation. We estimate the
probit model using two-digit commodity (STCC) classifications. Two-digit commodity codes
where less than1000 records exist in the Carload Waybill Sample (CWS), however, are not
included in the estimation.
Standard errors are adjusted at the two-digit commodity code level. Year fixed-effects are
included as controls. The CWS utilizes a stratum sampling approach based on number of carloads:
in short, CWS data are weighted. We therefore utilize the theoretical expansion factor (the inverse
of the sampling rate) provided in the CWS as a frequency weight to adjust the sample to 100
percent levels in the estimations.

Descriptive Results
Before turning to the regression results, we first provide a descriptive overview of the CWS data.
Table 1 provides frequency-weight adjusted summary statistics using the entire sample over 19872014. The table indicates roughly 60 percent of the shipments were under contract and the
remainder occurred using spot-markets. The average duration for shipment time since Staggers
over the commodity codes is about 20 years, but substantial heterogeneity exists. Intermodal traffic
represents roughly half of the freight rail shipments. Intermodal shipments entail the transportation
of freight in an intermodal container or vehicle, using multiple modes of transportation (rail, truck
and barge) and without any handling of the freight itself when changing modes. Shipment distance
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(measured in logged miles) on average is roughly 800 miles, but demonstrates a large range: from
one mile to more than 6,600 miles. Table 1 also indicates that about half of railcar ownership is by
private entities (i.e., shippers, third parties); nearly 30 percent is owned by railroads; and the
remainder is owned by pooled railroad carriers. Railroad movements that are exempt represent
more than 20 percent of the sample while a smaller percentage of the sample are potentially subject
to regulatory review. The majority of rate reviews are in coal and chemicals commodities.

Table 1: Summary Statistics (Entire Sample)
VARIABLE

MEAN

STD DEV

MIN

MAX

CONTRACT

0.609

0.488

0.000

1.000

Ln(DEREG DURATION)

8.889

0.447

7.329

9.433

INTERMODAL

0.538

0.499

0.000

1.000

Ln(DISTANCE)

6.699

1.023

0.095

8.807

CAR OWNER PRIVATE

0.528

0.499

0.000

1.000

CAR OWNER RAILROAD

0.280

0.449

0.000

1.000

REGULATORY EXEMPT

0.235

0.424

0.000

1.000

REGULATORY REVIEW

0.125

0.763

0.000

10.000

Table 2 separates the data in Table 1 by spot market and contracts. The time for shipments
since passage of the Staggers Act are comparable across the subsamples. The intermodal traffic
average is much higher under contracting than under spot markets. Differences in contracting
prevalence are also found from railcar ownership: both privately-owned railcars and railroadowned railcars are used to a greater extent in contracts, in comparison to spot market transactions.
Exempt traffic and shipments involving commodities that have been subjected to regulatory
reviews are, on average, more likely to have been transported under contract than in the spot
markets. Finally, distance traveled and weight are comparable between spot markets and contracts.
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Table 2: Summary Statistics (By Contracting)
SPOT MARKET

CONTRACTS

VARIABLE

MEAN

STD DEV

MIN

MAX

MEAN

STD DEV

MIN

MAX

Ln(DEREG DURATION)

8.575

0.484

7.329

9.433

9.091

0.272

7.329

9.433

INTERMODAL

0.402

0.490

0.000

1.000

0.625

0.484

0.000

1.000

Ln(DISTANCE)

6.579

1.122

0.095

8.757

6.777

0.945

0.095

8.807

CAR OWNER PRIVATE

0.360

0.480

0.000

1.000

0.635

0.481

0.000

1.000

CAR OWNER RAILROAD

0.366

0.482

0.000

1.000

0.225

0.417

0.000

1.000

REGULATORY EXEMPT

0.190

0.393

0.000

1.000

0.263

0.440

0.000

1.000

REGULATORY REVIEW

0.099

0.641

0.000

10.000

0.142

0.832

0.000

10.000

Table 3 provides frequency-weight adjusted correlation statistics using the entire sample
over 1987-2014. The use of contracting is positively correlated with the time since deregulation
via the Stagger’s Act. The competition measures – intermodal traffic and distance shipped – are
both positively correlated with contracting. The shipment measures have opposite correlations
with contracting: private railcar ownership is positively correlated; railroad railcar ownership is
negatively correlated. Finally, both of the regulatory variables (exempt and review) are positively
correlated with the use of contracting.

Table 3: Correlation Statistics
VARIABLE
(1) CONTRACT
(2) DEREG DURATION
(3) INTERMODAL
(4) DISTANCE
(5) CAR OWNER PRIVATE
(6) CAR OWNER RAILROAD
(7) REGULATORY EXEMPT
(8) REGULATORY REVIEW

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

1.00
0.56
0.22
0.09
0.27
-0.15
0.08
0.03

1.00
0.20
0.14
0.42
-0.21
0.17
0.11

1.00
0.38
0.23
-0.37
-0.29
-0.15

1.00
0.13
-0.19
-0.08
-0.07

1.00
-0.66
-0.19
0.08

1.00
0.15
-0.03

1.00
-0.08

1.00

While Tables 1–3 provide interesting descriptive statistics, they do not highlight the
heterogeneity in contracting that occurs by commodity type and over time. Figure 2 therefore
disaggregates Figure 1 by distinct two-digit commodity codes. The commodity codes chosen are,
from an aggregation of yearly ton-miles, those that represent the largest percentage of freight rail
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traffic in the United States. The eight two-digit commodities depicted in Figure 2 capture roughly
98 percent of all ton-mile adjusted traffic in 2014. Figure 2 indicates marked differences in the use
of contracts versus spot market prices over time and by two-digit commodity. The use of contracts
for some two-digit commodities—such as Farm Products—is relatively infrequent (roughly 20
percent across years), while the use of contracts for other commodities—such as Coal, Metal Ores,
and Miscellaneous Mixed Shipments—approaches 100 percent of all ton-mile adjusted traffic.
Besides farm products, all other commodity codes have experienced an increasing percentage of
traffic moving from commodity carriage (i.e., published tariffs) to contract carriage. Some twodigit commodity codes—such as Nonmetallic Minerals, Food and Kindred Products and
Chemicals and Allied Products—nevertheless exhibit substantial variation in the use of contracts
over the sample timeframe.
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Figure 2: Contracting Percentage by Two-Digit STCCs

Estimation Results
While Figure 2 provides a clear indication that contracting percentages differ by two-digit
commodity codes and over time, it does not indicate how the potential drivers we have identified
(legislation-enabled, competition-induced, shipment characteristic-induced, and regulationinduced characteristics) affect freight railroad and shipper contracting decisions. We therefore turn
to regression analysis to examine these effects. Table 4 provides the probit regression results.
Recall that we include DEREG DURATIONit to account for the initial disequilibrium caused
by the pre-Staggers ban on contracting and the expected post-Staggers adjustment toward an
exchange governance equilibrium. The results reveal that the DEREG DURATIONit positively and
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statistically significantly (p < 0.01) affects the use of contracts, indicating as expected that
Staggers’ legislative endorsement of contracting provoked increased contracting over time. Table
4 also indicates that, as expected, the movement toward post-Staggers adoption of contracting
varied significantly by commodity shipped. The results indicate a negative and statistically
significant (p < 0.01) effect for farm products, suggesting greater origin-destination uncertainty
and volume variability for this commodity type pushes it toward more spot market transactions
relative to contracting. At the same time, the positive and statistically significant effects (p < 0.01)
for the interactions of DEREG DURATIONit and respectively coal, transportation equipment,
containers, and miscellaneous mixed materials indicate that these commodity types moved more
quickly to the use of contracts. These results support the prospect that the certainty of the O-D
pairs for these commodities (e.g., coal is excavated in particular geographic locations and
transported to known energy locations; the rest are most often brought in or shipped out from
specific locations) reduces the transactions cost associated with the use of contracts relative to
other commodity groups whose shipments are more unpredictable. More generally, the results are
consistent with the extant empirical research which indicates that “the costs and limitations of
contracting grow with the complexity and uncertainty of the transaction” (Masten, 2000, p. 35).
Our estimation also includes variables designed to capture greater competitive options for
shippers. In particular, we account for whether the traffic moved is intermodal (i.e., using some
combination of trains, trucks and/or ships) or is over shorter or longer distances. The results
indicate a positive and statistically significant (p < 0.05) effect from INTERMODALit movements
relative to those that are made using exclusively rail equipment, supporting the proposition that
for shipments in which competitive intermodal alternatives exist shippers are able to push railroads
toward more favorable contracts relative to the use of simple published (spot) prices offered. The
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results also indicate a negative and moderately statistically significant effect (p < 0.10) from
DISTANCEit, suggesting short-haul shipments (those in which shipments by truck are more
competitively viable) are more likely to be conducted under contract.
As described above, we also seek to capture the possible influence of shipment characteristics
on the use of contracts. In particular, as suggested by a consideration of the variations in the assetspecificity associated with particular shipments, we account for the ownership of the rail
equipment used to transport the commodity. The results provide a clear indication of the
importance of shipment characteristics in the decision of parties to use contracts versus simple
published prices. Both CAROWNER PRIVATE and CAROWNER RAILROAD are positive and
statistically significant (p < 0.05) relative to shipments that are in equipment that has pooled
ownership. The additional exposure (i.e., asset specificity) brought about by private or a railroadspecific ownership of these transporation vehicles creates an added incentive for the use of
contracts to mitigate the risk of ex post opportunism.
Finally, we examined two possible pathways by which variations in regulation may have
influenced the use of contracts relative to spot markets in the post-Staggers’ era. Neither
REGULATORY EXEMPT nor REGULATORY REVIEW however are statistically significant.
These results are not unexpected as regulators in the post-Staggers’ era have largely adopted a
light-touch regulatory approach over the 1980-2014 period. With only 51 rate cases brought in the
post-Staggers’ era relative to the millions of shipments that have occurred, we find no indication
that the use of contracts has been driven by strategic posturing to avoid regulation. Railroads’ use
of contracts appears to be largely driven by considerations other than the fear of regulatory
oversight and enforcement. We note, however, that the absence of an impact or regulation on the
choice of transaction governance is likely to be industry specific. Indeed, in studies of contracting
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in the natural gas industry (Lyon and Hackett, 1993; Doane and Spulber,1994), regulatory policies
are found to have influenced the contracting choice. It seems then that regulation may play a
nuanced role of transaction governance, depending on the industry and the nature of the regulation
imposed.

Table 4: Probit Regression Results
VARIABLE
Ln(DEREG DURATION)

BETA
0.741

SE
(0.150)

P-VAL
0.000

Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC FARM
Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC COAL
Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC MINERALS
Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC FOOD
Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC WOOD
Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC PAPER
Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC CHEMICALS
Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC STONE
Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC METALS
Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC TRANS EQPT
Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC WASTE
Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC CONTAINERS
Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC MISC. MIXED
Ln(DEREG DURATION) X STCC HAZARD

-0.045
0.055
-0.007
-0.009
-0.020
0.013
0.006
-0.008
0.018
0.073
-0.011
0.059
0.053
-0.001

(0.012)
(0.022)
(0.015)
(0.013)
(0.016)
(0.013)
(0.019)
(0.014)
(0.016)
(0.019)
(0.013)
(0.013)
(0.013)
(0.013)

0.000
0.014
0.657
0.480
0.212
0.287
0.736
0.560
0.265
0.000
0.403
0.000
0.000
0.914

INTERMODAL
Ln(DISTANCE)
CAR OWNER PRIVATE
CAR OWNER RAILROAD
REGULATORY EXEMPT
REGULATORY REVIEW
CONSTANT

0.299
-0.048
0.351
0.287
0.159
-0.040
-7.062

(0.134)
(0.025)
(0.122)
(0.132)
(0.140)
(0.080)
(1.226)

0.026
0.054
0.004
0.029
0.255
0.613
0.000

Controls
R-Squared
Observations

YEAR FE
0.301
15,098,789

Given the nonlinear nature of the probit estimation, we next examine the economic effects
of the estimation results by calculating the marginal effects of the independent variables. Table 5
and Figures 3 and 4 provide the results of these calculations. Table 5 first reports a baseline
contracting percentage holding all variables (including fixed effects) at their respective means. It
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then examines the effects of the competition and shipment characteristic indicator variables by
turning each on (i.e., set it equal to one) independently, holding all other variables at their
respective means, and reporting the respective impact on contracting. Table 5 indicates that if a
given shipment includes intermodal traffic—a measure of more competitive conditions—it
increases the contracting percentage to 69.3 percent: an increase of 4.4 percent relative to the
bsseline of 64.9 percent. Shipments that include private or railroad railcar ownership produces
similar effects, respectively increasing the contracting percentage to 70.7 percent (a 5.8 percent
increase) and to 72.4 percent (a 7.5 percent increase). Each of these marginal effects is highly
statistically significant.

Table 5: Marginal Effects
MARGINAL
EFFECT

SE

P-VAL

BASELINE

0.649

(0.005)

0.000

INTERMODAL

0.693

(0.021)

0.000

CAR OWNER PRIVATE

0.707

(0.023)

0.000

CAR OWNER RAILROAD

0.724

(0.036)

0.000

VARIABLE

Figure 3 examines the relationship between contracting and shipment distance. It varies
shipping distance from its minimum to its maximum (in logged miles), holds all other variables at
their respective means, and reports the respective impact on contracting using 95 percent
confidence intervals. The figure indicates that short-haul freight is much more likely to be under
contract that long-haul freight. From the minimum to the maximum shipment distance, the
likelihood of contracting decreases by more than 15 percent.
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Figure 3: Contracting and Shipping Distance

Finally, Figure 4 examines the legislation-induced contracting variables via deregulation
duration and its interaction with two-digit commodity codes. Given the multitude of interactions,
we focus our marginal analysis on two commodities that have markedly different shipment
characteristics: farm and coal. We turn on (i.e., set equal to one) each commodity, vary
deregulation duration from its minimum logged value (roughly three years) to its maximum logged
value (roughly 35 years), hold all other variables at their respective means, and report the
contracting percentage results for these commodity codes using 95 percent confidence intervals.
The two-digit commodity code for coal increases its use of contracting at a more rapid rate in
comparison to the two-digit commodity code for farm. By the end of the sample since the
legislative-enabled allowance for contracting via the Staggers Act, the vast majority of coal is
shipped via contracts while a much smaller percentage of farm products is shipped using this
approach.
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Figure 4: Contracting and Deregulation Duration for Coal and Farm

6. CONCLUSION
The choices that market participants make to govern transactions are at the very foundation of
exchange. Consequently, a rich literature has developed on contracting in modern economies.
While providing considerable insights, the extant literature has provided little empirical evidence
on the empirical drivers to the use of contracting relative to the use of spot markets. Moreover, the
empirical literature to date has typically drawn on cross-sectional data that provide little insight
into the observed changes in governance mechanisms that occur over time. This paper seeks to
advance the literature by relaxing both these constraints. We do so by drawing on an extensive
database of over 15 million observed transactions in the U.S. freight rail industry over the 19872014 period. The empirical results reveal new drivers of the observed propensity to use contracts
as a governance mechanism, including both legislative drivers as well as competitive drivers. In
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addition, the results underscore the importance of transaction cost economic considerations as
important to the decision by market participants to utilize contracts. Given the light-touch
regulatory approach adopted in the post-Staggers era, the results provide no indication that the use
of contracts has been driven by strategic posturing to avoid regulation.
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